CARTAGENA DE INDIAS
2 Nights - 3 Days
Validity: High

ITINERARY:

DAY 1. Cartagena:
Reception at the Cartagena Rafael Nunez airport and transfer to the selected hotel, will
be picked up at the hotel to start the Basic City Tour through the city of Cartagena, in
private service, where they will tour the modern city bordering one of the most beautiful
and safe bays of America (Bay of Cartagena), tour of the island of Manga, visit to the
convent of the Candelaria on the hill of the stern, Monument to the old shoes, Fort San
Felipe de Barajas, Bóvedas (shopping) and finally walks through the walled casco . At the
end, return to the hotel.

DAY 2. Cartagena - San Pedro Majagua - Cartagena:
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer from the hotel to the port to take the boat that will take
them to the Island of San Pedro de Majagua, located in Islas del Rosario. There you will
be welcomed with a Welcome cocktail and you can enjoy a rich lunch typical of the Coast,
accompanied by typical sweets and Colombian coffee. Rest of the day to enjoy the hotel
facilities and to practice outdoor activities. At the end, return to the hotel.

DAY 3. Cartagena:
Breakfast at the hotel. At the indicated time transfer from the hotel to Cartagena airport.
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CARTAGENA DE INDIAS
2 Nights - 3 Days
Validity: High

Price per person according to accommodation:
SELECTION OF HOTELS

VALIDITY

SIMPLE

DOUBLE

BASTION LUXURY
HYATT CARTAGENA

HIGH
HIGH

$ 1.310 USD
$ 770 USD

$ 820 USD
$ 570 USD

Note: High season rate subject to change depending on hotel occupancy at time of
booking
Program Includes

Transfer Airport / Hotel selected / Airport in Cartagena.
Accommodation for 02 nights according to hotel and accommodation selected.
Daily breakfast at the hotel.
Basic City Tour in Private Service
Pasadía in San Pedro de Majagua
Medical care card.

Does Not Include:
Airline tickets.
Expenses not specified in the program.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Rates subject to change according to availability at the time of requesting the reservation,
and guaranteed with confirmation of the same.
The air ticket rates are only guaranteed with the issuance of the same, can undergo
modifications according to availability of quotas.
If Visa is required, at the requested destination, visa procedures are NOT included. Consult
with the travel agency, the price varies according to the consular rights of each country.

Consult the liability clauses with your travel advisor.
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